Mid-South Synergy Uses DFA Technology to Avoid Substation Switch Failure
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DFA technology provided Mid-South Synergy Electric Cooperative’s (MSEC’s) only notice
of early stage substation switch arcing. MSEC averted potentially catastrophic failure by
initiating emergency repairs within two hours of learning of the issue from DFA.
MSEC is one of seven utility companies participating in the Texas Power Line-Caused
Wildfire Mitigation project, a field demonstration supported by the Texas legislature. Over
the past three years, MSEC has used DFA to detect a variety of issues, including: conductor
slap; a phase conductor charring a wooden crossarm; capacitor problems; failing switches;
and other issues. MSEC initially installed DFA on ten circuits, primarily long, rural circuits,
and currently is adding DFA to ten more. Each circuit has a single, substation-installed DFA
device, which detects faults, failures, and other events along the circuit’s length and reports
them to a central master station server computer for access by personnel.
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Headquartered in Navasota, Texas, Mid-South Synergy serves 23,000 members and 30,000 meters in a service territory
covering parts of six counties in Central Texas. Mid-South initially installed DFA technology on ten distribution circuits and
currently is installing DFA on ten more.

